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Abstract 
The purpose of this thesis is to explore how the unpredictability of climate change and 

natural disasters impact the risk perception of Swedish companies. The literature 

chapter that has been elaborated in this study describes theories that are associated with 

effects of climate change and natural disasters, risk management and knowledge.  

Further on, the research has been conducted with a qualitative method in order to gain a 

profounder understanding of the topic and how it influences the risk perception of 

Swedish companies. The study has further on been following a abductive research 

approach since the area of research was rather unexplored.   

We present the results of our study by answering to the research questions in the 

conclusion chapter that have been derived from the analysis. Furthermore, the 

conclusion chapter involves that the risks perception of the studied companies 

differentiates depending on the level and type on knowledge that the companies hold.  

Keywords: risk perception; climate change; natural disasters; international business; 

Indonesia; knowledge; risk management; emerging markets; MINT 
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1 Introduction 

In this following chapter, we provide an introduction of the topic we study, consisting of 

a background, problem discussion, research questions and purpose. Furthermore, the 

background will lay a solid ground in order to define the problem, and the research 

gap. This will further result in the outcome of our research questions and the purpose of 

the research.  

 

1.1 Background 

In the last two decades, the world economy has been characterized by globalization 

leading to an establishment of closer connections between countries (Hamilton & 

Webster, 2012). Globalization refers to the continuous growth of interconnectedness 

and interdependencies between countries on a global scale (Baylis and Smith 2005). 

Geographical distances continue to shrink by fast modes of communication making it 

possible for money, ideas, goods and people to flow around the world even more 

quickly with significant implications for the organization of economic activities and put 

more of the world’s knowledge at our fingertips (Perrons, 2004). 
 

As a result of this globalized world, interactions over borders are increasing remarkable 

making globalization a present phenomenon affecting different areas in our lives 

(Garrett, 2000). The opportunities in the globalized world are too great to ignore, the 

potential to succeed in this exciting environment will depend on the ability to recognize 

and act on these opportunities (Cavusgil et al., 2013). However, globalization today is 

entering the next phase and all companies have to be prepared for the uncertainties that 

may occur. They must consider the risks in order to make decisions without an 

unpredictable outcome (Ernst & Young, 2012). In order to reduce these uncertainties 

and risks, companies have to educate themselves and thus gain knowledge (Hamilton & 

Webster, 2009).  
 

Firms aim to increase their profitability by seeking opportunities overseas. Companies 

have become exceedingly interested to invest in emerging markets in the developing 

world. (Cavusgil et al., 2013). Furthermore, low-income markets in emerging countries 

offer a rich variation of opportunities and unique challenges, making future growth a 

potential source for different types of companies (London & Hart, 2004). According to 
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Cavusgil et al. (2013), most of the world’s growth over the upcoming two decades are 

expected to occur in the today’s emerging markets. These countries were previously 

considered as backward and low tech, but are now rapidly transforming their economies 

(Cavusgil et al., 2013). Therefore, a focus in international business has been shifted in 

the 21st century towards analyzing emerging markets and identifying opportunities 

within these markets. Emerging markets can be an ideal answer for Western managers 

seeking to cut costs and sustain growth (Cavusgil et al., 2013). 
 

Economists worldwide have throughout the past 10-12 years considered emerging 

markets including Brazil, Russia, India, China and later on South Africa (BRICS) as 

major players (BBC, 2014). These countries were during the past ten years considered 

to be driving the world economy further into the future (Năstase, 2014). However, these 

countries are today growing at a similar rate in comparison to developed countries. 

Today, some new actors have replaced the BRICS countries and more people have 

started to speak of the “MINT”, Mexico, Indonesia, Nigeria and Turkey (Business 

Insider 2013). The MINT countries are at a growing stage facing different challenges. 

However, these countries are favored by demographics by having a large and youthful 

population (Business Insider, 2013).  
 

Out of these emerging markets, Indonesia is the country that today holds greatest 

economic potential, a potential that has not gone unnoticed by international community 

(World Bank, 2015). The economy of Indonesia has been growing at a fast pace over 

the last two decades due to improved economic policy and political stability with a 

diverse economic bases, reasonably sophisticated financial systems and fast-growing 

population (World Bank, 2015). According to Business Sweden (2016) around 70 

Swedish companies are currently active in Indonesia. A number that have been 

increasing continuously since president Joko Widoo got elected in October 2014 and 

several economic reforms were made. Sweden was considered to be one of Indonesia's 

most important trade partners in Europe in 2013, and its bilateral trade with Indonesia 

was the highest among Scandinavian countries (The Jakarta Post, 2013).   
 

However, at the same time as Indonesia can provide companies with great 

opportunities, the country can also entail with some risk (World Bank, 2015). 

According to Cavusgil et al. (2013) if emerging markets are not handled properly, firms 
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can lose considerable amounts of money, along with their reputations. Furthermore, 

Indonesia, like several other emerging markets is today an attractive business market for 

various investments, but can also conduct a innumerable of possible risks (World Bank, 

2015). The different ways of assessing the uncertainties and risks can influence how the 

companies perceive risks (Giné et al., 2010). Sjöberg et al. (2004) define risk perception  

as the probability of an accident occuring and how concerned we are with the 

consequences. Risk perceptions requires probability evaluations together with the 

consequences of a negative outcome (Sjöberg et al., 2004). Spiekerman et al. (2015) 

states that knowledge has the possibility to assistance risk perception by collecting and 

managing significant information. Overall, increasing knowledge regarding risks such 

as natural hazard and the influence of climate change, can eventually can lead to a 

broader understanding of the risks and how to reduce them.  
 

However, the outcome of not being able to prepare for natural disasters will according 

to The Guardian (2016) have deficient consequences due to the climate changes.  The 

devastating effects of Japan’s huge earthquake and tsunami in 2011 sent home the idea 

that regardless of advanced buildings and infrastructure, nature is uncontrollable. The 

increase in the interconnected economy of today is making an economic fallout from a 

natural disaster rarely relegated to the geographic area that it strucks (Forbes, 2011). 

The economic consequences of such natural disasters are rarely measured beyond what 

the cost will be to rebuild. Therefore, these types of unpredictability are serious 

problems for the victims of natural disasters because it’s the economic fallout that 

leaves some of the longest-lasting scars (Castillo & Carter, 2016). Therefore risk 

management is an essential aspect for any kinds of companies. It is highly suggested to 

increase the awareness in what kinds of risks companies encounter and how to manage 

them (Frenkel et al., 2005).   
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1.2 Problem discussion 

1.2.1 Practical Problem 

Climate change has caused an increased risk from extreme events such as storms, 

floods, heatwaves and drought (Gosling & Arnell, 2013). The consequences of the 

extreme events results in millions of people becoming economically affected and 

causing billions of dollars in reparation every year (Dasgputa et al., 2010). Extreme 

events such as tsunamis, hurricanes, floods, earthquakes and other various disasters 

usually result in disastrous fatalities of infrastructure, private property, economy and 

human lives (Dasgputa et al., 2010). The happenings of various disasters is created from 

different unexpected contrary or disastrous tremendous occasion, which has caused high 

amount of damage towards the environment (The Guardian, 2016). Indonesia is located 

in the zone with major of tectonic active, which results in increased risks of the 

appearing of these disasters. The climate change and the natural disasters are studied to 

be such an essential risk factor for Indonesian and its development (World Bank, 2015).  
 

Due to the risks from natural disasters and climate change, risk perception is essential 

for future companies in Indonesia to obtain quality research that addresses the root 

source of the rising risks and how it impacts the risk perception within companies 

(WorldBank, 2015). Companies who tend to do business in emerging countries should 

be aware that the environment is constantly changing (Cavusgil et al., 2013).  Due to the 

significant climate changes in Indonesia (WorldBank, 2015), this issue generate in to an 

essential framework to study how natural disasters and climate change impact the risk 

perception of companies.  
 

Studies made concerning climate change and its effects rarely yield consensus on the 

distribution of exposure, vulnerability or possible outcomes (Smith, 2013). Because of 

the constantly changings of the environment, the environmental impact assessment has 

now developed to an average device of decision making both in emerging markets and 

developed countries (Miller, 1992). The need of a reassessment of present models and 

development within risk management has through the recent years been raised because 

of the growth of emerging countries (Samadian, 2005). A significant challenge for 

organizational decision makers and managers has always been to deal with unexpected 
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changes in their organizations’ environments to avoid economic losses due to climate 

change (Weick & Sutcliffe, 2001). 
 

In 2014, The World Economic Forum's Global Risk report studied how 700 global 

business leaders and decision-makers view 31 global risks. The results of the survey 

showed that two of the top ten risks were related to climate change. The failure of a 

climate change policy came in at number five and number six was the risks of a greater 

incidence of extreme weather events (Gosling & Arnell, 2013). Selecting climate 

policies ought to be an application in risk management reflecting the many relevant 

sources of uncertainty (Mcgranahan et al., 2007). This perspective emphasizes the 

importance of strong decision-making tools designed for situations such as assessing 

climate policies, where stakeholders differ in their degree of risk tolerance (Smith, 

2013).  
 

Furthermore, having a broad risk management approach enables a range of possible 

outcomes to be examined, as well as the uncertainty surrounding their probabilities 

(Tol, 2009). The environmental variations might familiarize new risks. Therefore 

companies need to increase the knowledge within risk management in order to address 

and manage the risks presented by unpredictable environment (Alhawari et al., 2012). 
 

1.2.2 Scientific Research Gap 

When addressing the research gap, we can see that previous research have been 

conducted on the effects of climate change on communities. However, the effect on 

businesses have rarely been analysed. According to Yang et al. (2009), previous 

inquiries have been made on units of analysis such as the effect on families, household 

and government agencies. 	  Gosling and Arnell (2013) state that different actors have 

highlighted the issues caused by climate change and raised awareness. Politicians have 

dedicated their time and efforts to negotiate about international climate change treaties 

around the world. Campaign groups and organizations urge people to do more in order 

to prevent major catastrophe. Governments have encouraged people and tried several 

controversial ways to use energy more efficiently and to increase the use of renewable 

energy sources (Gosling & Arnell 2013). The research and literature on community 

economic development have acknowledged the devastating impact extreme events can 

possibly have on a businesses viability.  
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However, these studies have emphasized events such as economic regressions and plant 

closings. Similarly to the disaster literature, previous research on business impacts and 

how managers perceive the risks has been less developed compared to the widespread 

literature on community impacts of environmental disasters (Lindell & Prater, 2003). 

According to Yang et al (2009), more research on business impact is essential for 

communities and companies in order for communities to better prepare for, respond to, 

mitigate against and recover from environmental disasters.  

 

Shaw et al. (2010) state that the impacts of climate change are visible in the form of 

disaster, which have raised awareness and become one of the prime targets for 

countries. On the contrary, disaster risk reduction is a field that has been more 

submissive and received less attention so far.  Although there are several studies made 

on climate change adaptation, there is no systematic academic publication highlighting 

the link between climate change and disaster risk reduction (Shaw et al 2010).  
 
 

1.3 Research questions 

1.3.1 Research Question 1 
 

 

 

 

 

 

1.3.2 Research Question 2 
 

 

 

 

 

 

How does the unpredictability of natural disasters and climate change 

impact the risk perception of Swedish companies in Indonesia? 

How does the level of knowledge in the company contribute to the 

perception of risks? 
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1.4 Purpose 

The purpose of this thesis is to explore how the unpredictability of climate change and 

natural disasters impact the risk perception of Swedish companies. This will be 

accomplished through an exploratory research by examining the risk assessment of 

Swedish companies and how the level of knowledge can contribute to the perception of 

risks.  
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1.5 Outline 

The outline of our research is illustrated in Figure 1.1. The first chapter provides the 

reader with an introduction of the chosen topic which further leads to the research 

questions and the purpose of the study. Furthermore, the authors will present  the 

literature review in which the study is based on. Following chapter presents the 

methodological framework where we provide the reader our chosen methods and how 

this study has been conducted. Moreover, the next chapter will present the empirical 

findings, which have been collected from our case companies. The empirical data in 

relation to the literature review will further lead to the analysis. Lastly, the final chapter 

will conclude the study by answering the research questions and also present future 

recommendations.  
 

 
Figure 1.1: Outline (Own figure). 
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2 Literature review 

In this chapter, we present the literature review that our study is based on. The chapter 

begins by introducing the effects of climate change in order provide the reader with 

knowledge of the existing risks in Indonesia. Further on, the theory chapter will include 

business risks of climate change & natural disasters, risk management and 

knowledge.  Lastly, the chapter connects the theories by conducting a conceptual 

framework that will exemplify how the theories are linked to each other. 

 

2.1 Effects of climate change  

...a radical change in the physical geography of the world must have powerful 

implications for the human geography - where people live, and how they live their lives. 

- Nicholas Stern (2006) 

 

Climate change is one the greatest challenges, if not the greatest challenge that is facing 

humanity in the twenty-first century. In the past, climate change was a natural process 

(Van de Noort, 2013). However, current global warming is to a large degree, linked to 

the production of greenhouse gases from the burning of fossil fuels and its impact 

energy reflected and radiated back into space (Hannah, 2001; Van de Noort, 2013). 

More heat from space will be trapped in Earth's atmosphere leading to higher global 

temperatures (WWF, 2016). A direct consequence could result in a rise in sea levels 

because of melted ice that will add water to the seas. Secondly a higher global 

temperatures will further generate into a warmer sea that takes up more space due to 

thermal expansion (Van de Noort, 2013). The climate plays a major part in our planet's 

environmental system, even minor changes can have a large and complex impact on the 

planet. Climate change affects people and nature in countless ways, and it often 

increases existing threats that have already put pressure on the environment. 

Furthermore, changes in nature has serious implications for people and our economic 

system (WWF, 2016).  
 

Regarding Indonesia’s case, the startling findings specify that permanent change of 

climate is just around the corner for the expansive archipelago. A study made by Jakarta 

Globe in 2016, shows that by the year of 2029 radical climate departure for Jakarta will 
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be given. This means that stochastic events, like increased flooding and extended 

drought conditions that now wreak havoc during various occasions on the Indonesian 

landscape, economy and people, will become ‘’the new normal’’ (Jakarta Globe, 2016). 

Furthermore, World Bank (2015) states that the effects of natural disaster and climate 

change will in the future develop from a periodical state to a permanent change. 

Indonesia has according to World Research Institute (2016) the highest degree of 

deforestation in the world. WRI (2016) further states that between the years 2000 and 

2012, the country lost around 23,000 square miles of forest to agriculture, logging, and 

for other usage.  

 

IPCC (2007) states that as a result of the climate change,  the temperature will have 

increased to approximately 0,8 °C by the year 2030. IPCC (2007) further explains that 

due to the changes regarding climate issues, a change of the rainfall patterns is also 

predicted to occur in future. The author further states that the rain season will end earlier 

and the measurement of the rain season will become shorter. Moreover, the impacts of 

climate change in Indonesia has according to the IPCC 4th Assessment Report 

discovered: 

Ø ’’ Decline in rainfall in southern and increase in northern region’’ 

Ø ‘’Observed changes in extreme events and severe climate anomalies include 

droughts normally associated with season changes in temperature in Indonesia’’  

Ø ‘’Projected severe flood risk with rising sea levels’’ 

Ø ‘’Stability of wetlands, mangroves, and coral reefs around Asia is likely to be 

increasingly threatened (high confidence)’’ 
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2.1.1 Business risks of climate change 

The changes in the business environment are creating an emerging risk environment 

with various types of potential risks for companies. The four types of climate-change 

related risks directly or indirectly concern regulation, physical impact, reputation and 

litigation (Gansky, 2010).  
 

2.1.1.1 Regulatory risk 

Regulatory risks are the risks that companies with significant e.g. greenhouse gases 

emissions face from new regulations (Pattberg, 2012). The regulations poses new costs 

and compliance requirements for the company to manage. Increasing fuel prices and a 

change in consumer demand can make a new market environment to emerge (Ceres, 

2010). These regulations appear when climate change is seen as a market failure and is 

corrected by governmental intervention. As a result, legislator on the home and foreign 

market carry out new regulations. Principally, the regulations can be divided into two 

categories: 

Ø Traditional legislation such as licenses and energy efficiency requirements for 

products and processes (KPMG, 2008). 

Ø Market based regulation, such as carbon taxes, emissions-trading schemes and 

fuel tariffs (KPMG, 2008). 

A significant increase in these types of regulation is being regulated and implemented at 

an international, regional, national and local levels (KPMG, 2008). 
 

2.1.1.2 Physicial risk 

Secondly are the physical risks for production and transport facilities, which originate 

from increased intensity and frequency of  natural disasters such as prolonged droughts, 

floods, storms, and sea-level rise caused by changing global and regional climates 

(Pattberg, 2012). Climate change and natural disasters have already reformed the earth’s 

environment in ways that are changing historical economic models. Examples include 

changing patterns of rainfall and drought that compromise freshwater availability and 

crop sustainability caused by among others increased average temperature. These event 

may disrupt supply chains, contribute to unpredictable commodity prices or pose 

unexpected capital costs (Ceres, 2010). A company's exposure to these risks differ 

depends on the sector and the location in which a company operates. Assets established 

on coastlines are more exposed to the threat of high-intensity hurricanes (KPMG, 2008). 
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2.1.1.3 Litigation risk 

Misdeed legal responsibility is developing as a risk management concerning  some 

firms such as individuals, corporations and governments faced with financial damages 

or non-recoverable expenditures. These firms aim to recover costs, caused by legal risk 

from alleged contributors to climate change (Ceres, 2010). Specifically, carbon-

intensive industries such as oil and gas, and automobile manufacturing are facing 

litigations regarding corporate contributions to global climate change (Pattberg, 2012). 

Such legal responsibilities can stem from recovery of costs due to strained resources, 

(such as water pollution in water-stressed areas), cost recovery related to the relocation 

of human settlement away from land cultivated by rising seas, or damages from extreme 

events caused by greenhouse gas emissions (Pattberg, 2012).  

 

2.1.1.4 Competitive risk 

The third risk caused by climate change are reputational and competitive risks, that 

according to Pattberg (2012) can cause missed opportunities for innovation. Firms 

exposed to any of the business risks caused by climate-change may suffer reputational 

risk if their brand name is associated with climate-related damages or perceived 

mismanagement of the climate change risk environment (Ceres, 2010). According to 

“Brand Value At Risk”, a study conducted by the Carbon Trust in 2005 showed that 

climate change would become a "mainstream" consumer concern by 2010. More 

recently, studies shows that consumers are giving more attention to communal behavior 

in response to climate change (Gansky, 2010). Companies run the risk of a decrease in 

demand for their products and brand value if they fail to address climate-change risks. 

They can also suffer from a loss of reputation among other stakeholders such as the 

financial sector, governments, employees or the media. Similar companies could on the 

other hand find an opportunity to positively differentiate themselves from their 

competitors by measures aimed at reducing carbon footprint (Ceres, 2010). 
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2.2 Risk management 

The awareness of risk taking in the business world has increased enormously during the 

years (Baird & Thomas, 1985). The main reason for increasing the awareness of risks 

within the firms is due to the unpredictibiliy of the internal and external environmental 

risk uncertatainties. This will further influence the performance of the firms and thereby 

results in increment of risks (Miller, 1992). Risk management is divided in two diverse 

paces: (i) defining what kind of risks that occurs within the company or the environment 

(ii) managing the determine risks in the most suitable way (Rausand, 2010).  

 

Over the last years, a significant amount of various social researchers have converted 

the awareness within risk management. This was encouraged by the cavernous gap that 

obstructed a maximum understanding of what kind of difficulties that may occur by 

perceiving and reducing risks (Cardona et al., 2012). The process of managing risks has 

been challenging due to the lack of knowledge or the fast changing environments (Baird 

& Thomas, 1985). Sjöberg et. al (2004) emphasized that the interest of how individuals 

perceive, accept and tolerate risks has increased within risk management. The authors 

further mention that risk perception has developed into an issue that involves the 

difficulty of realistic judgements, because individuals intend to view non-existing risks 

instead of the reality. Therefore, in order to reduce the likelihood of incidence, it is 

highly recommended to implement controls and increase the knowledge for the purpose 

of alleviate threats (Baracaldo & Joshi 2013).  

 

2.2.1 Strategic risk management 

Today, several companies identified risks as a key strategic matter. According to 

Srinivasan (2012) the bigger the risk is, the greater the reward, unfortunately the 

predicted reward do not always result as planned. Risk factors occur when there is a 

possibility that a hazard will essentially cause any harm for the companies or the 

environment (Samadian, 2005). Strategic risk management is defined as the company's’ 

response to the possible risks and threats. The strategy includes knowledge about how 

to perceive the risks within the environment (Rawls and Smithson, 2005).  

 

Risk management is in today’s business market a continuous management process 

(Rausand, 2011). Furthermore, managing risks is an effort to exploiting modern 
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technology and knowledge across all limitations in order to prevent potential hazard 

event (Hamilton, 1996). According to Rausand (2011) the risk management process is 

divided in six elements as illustrated in figure 2.1. These elements will assistance the 

possibility of identifying and reducing risks and uncertainties. 

 
                           Figure 2.1: Risk management process from Rausand (2011). 

 

2.2.1.1 Risk identification 

The first step in the risk management process is to identify the risks within the business 

environment (Roberts et. al 2003). Baird & Thomas (1985) refer to risk identification as 

dedication towards defining the hazard and assessing the impact of the companies’ 

involvement in the risk management process.Identify risks within the environment is the 

basic stage in order to analyse the other steps in the process (Hamilton, 1996). 

Furthermore if the company desire to decrease enduring risks, it is highly recommended 

to overview possible hazard events that may occur in order to be prepared of the 

consequences from it (Wells, 1996). Hazard identification is described as method in 

which companies identify hazards factors that have a possibility to harm the business. 

Before risks can be controlled, the hazard factors and the possible hazardous events 

must be acknowledged in order to manage the decreasing of risks (Filipsson, 2009). 
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2.2.1.2  Risk analyse 

The second stage within the process is to conduct a risk analyse. Rausand (2011) refers 

risk analysis as a methodical usage of obtainable knowledge to classify threats and to 

evaluate the risk to the environment. Risk analyses contribute the possibility of 

managing problems and identified risks that could weaken the target business 

(Hamilton, 1996). Risk analyzing describes and analyses the hazards towards the 

business environment presented by the possibility of human and natural caused events 

(Rausand, 2011). According to Baird & Thomas (1985) risk analysis is explained as the 

research of underlying the ambiguity resulting from a given cause or damage and to 

analyse how to manage the consequences of it. 

 

2.2.1.3 Risk planning 

Risk management has according to Zwikeal and Ahn (2010) a high level of importance 

when discussing risk planning. Risk planning contains of emerging actions in order to 

address hazard events and to create a combined risk management plan with the purpose 

of focusing on the risk decreasing actions. The main purpose of risk planning is to 

create a sustainable platform for the company and to manage potential risks or damage 

in the future (Rausand, 2011). Risk management is highly urbanized in relation to 

project management and therefore, it is essential for most companies to conduct official 

risk policies (Zwikeal and Ahn, 2010). Furthermore, these policies and risk planning 

gives the companies a solid ground of how to handle the risks and how to assess the 

risks (March, & Shapira, 1987). 
 

2.2.1.4 Risk tracking 

Risks have the possibility to change rapidly, therefore it is essential for a company to 

manage risk tracking within the risk management process (Miller, 1992). Risk tracking 

contains of technical performance observing the level of risks and the actions that is 

necessary in order to reduce the risks (Rausand, 2011). Baird and Thomas (1985) 

further explains that risk tracking emphasizes the possibility of applying personal 

observation together with different kind of techniques, which will result in an higher 

awareness of the changing risks. Moreover, by tracking and observing the level of risks 

in relation to climate change, companies can be better prepared and further control the 

outcome of it.   
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2.2.1.5 Risk control 

The knowledge collected from identifying, analyzing and tracking the risks are applied 

in the risk control in order to decrease the risks. Risk control includes operation of  new 

modifications that can diminish the identified risks within the business environment 

(Hamilton, 1996). Risk control is a significant action acquired by the companies. The 

purpose of this is to manage the knowledge about risks and to reduce them (Rausand, 

2011). According to Rausand (2011) there are two ways of reducing measures that 

could be applied in the risk control performance: (i) Preventive measures (ii) Mitigating 

measures.  

Preventive measures aim to reduce the occurance of one or more risky events. In 

context, mitigating intend to reduce the consequences of only one possible dangerous 

event. Another tool mentioned by World Bank (2009) is to apply adaption management 

within risk control. In order to control the risks, the main key for an effective adaptation 

is to define the degree of the risks, and classify what kind of movements are relevant 

and should be applied within the process of reducing the risks (IPCC, 2007). When 

considering whether adaptation is essential, it is required for the firms to analyse the 

stated risks that could have an impact on the business and how to adapt to them (World 

Bank, 2009). 

2.2.1.6 Communicate and document  

The last stage in the continuous management process is communicating and 

documenting. The purpose of this stage is to collect knowledge from stages of the 

process in order to communicate and reflect about the results (Hamilton, 1996). Risk 

communication is, according to Rasuand (2011) the center of the process. Without an 

effectual communication and reflection about the collected knowledge, the risk 

assessment will not succeed and therefore could result in the growth of uncertainty 

within the companies.  
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2.3 Knowledge 

2.3.1 Types of knowledge 

Knowledge is divided into two types, experiential (tacit or implicit) and objective 

(explicit or codified) knowledge (Johanson and Vahlne, 1977). The objective 

knowledge is often easy to obtain through eg published documents from the central 

government, banks and corporate report (Nonaka, 1994). Objective knowledge can be 

written down, which contributes to an efficient transfer (Fletcher & Harris, 2012). The 

experiential knowledge on the other hand is more difficult to raise, teach and transmit. 

This kind of knowledge can only be obtained through personal experience and 

international business activities (Eriksson et al., 1997) and  it is foreign market 

experience that generates business opportunity (Johanson and Vahlne, 1977). 
 

2.3.2 Sources of knowledge 

The two main types of knowledge as mentioned earlier, identifies two sources of 

knowledge; internal and external (Casillas et al., 2009). The internal knowledge is 

obtained by the organization, meaning that it is acquired by the individual managers 

and/or by the organization and its collective decisions. The internal knowledge can also 

be acquired by the company's management team by including fairs, business trips, 

various visits to potential foreign markets. In context, External knowledge is obtained 

through various agents after demands from the company to transfer knowledge that can 

be useful for the company. This source of knowledge acquired often through public and 

private organizations working to promote the internationalization of companies and by 

external consultants and sales agents. (Casillas, et al., 2009). 

 
2.3.3 Knowledge content 

Fletcher and Harris (2012) distinguish between three types of knowledge content; 

technology- market and internationalization knowledge. Technology knowledge include 

knowledge about adaptation and / or development of products for new markets. Market 

knowledge is described as the knowledge that the company can obtain on the specific 

market. Eriksson et al. (1997) divides, market knowledge in two parts; business 

knowledge, including market size, customers, competitors, and institutions, affecting 

the government, legislation and standards. Internationalization knowledge include 

knowledge of the company's resources and its ability to conduct international activities. 
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Fletcher and Harris (2012) argues also that the internationalization of knowledge among 

others concern establishment practices, management of international partners and 

networks, information and reporting. Mejri and Umemoto (2010) has made further 

divisions of knowledge content, by mentioning market knowledge as an important 

element to consider in the company internationalization process.  

 

2.3.3.1 Technology content 

Existing technological knowledge has the possibility to create opportunities for the 

production of new technological knowledge. To develop knowledge of their products 

and services a company needs to be creative with the knowledge that already exists 

(Autio et. al, 2000). The author further indicates that  it is not a requirement for 

companies to previously have used their technological expertise on the foreign markets, 

but the usage on domestic market can also show the opportunities a company's 

technological knowledge gives in foreign markets. Previous research points out that a 

company's technological expertise can be developed by continually updating its market 

knowledge (Eriksson et al, 2000). Furthmore, Fletcher and Harris (2012) states that 

technological knowledge is company-specific and can be used regardless of the market 

the company is on. 

 

2.3.3.2 Market knowledge 

Market knowledge is knowledge that is unique to a specific market or region, and it 

cannot be  transferred and applied on other markets (Johanson and Vahlne, 1977). 

According to Johanson & Vahlne (1977, 2009) and Fletcher & Harris (2012) market 

knowledge can be divided into two groups; institutional knowledge and business 

knowledge. Institutional knowledge consists of government control and the rules, norms 

and values in foreign markets, while business knowledge consists of information about 

consumers, competitors and market conditions (Eriksson et al., 2000). A company's 

market knowledge is greater the higher their involvement in a given market is, and 

without knowledge of the markets, the risk and uncertainty in the internationalization 

will be higher (McDougall, 2005).  
 

To develop market knowledge, companies can hire organizations that help them to 

prepare for internationalization to a given market (Wymenga et al., 2013). O'Grady and 

Lane (1996: 309) supports Johanson and Vahlne (2009) in the statement that companies 
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are starting to internationalize the export business to neighboring markets in terms of 

psychological distance, before they start businesses exporting to markets with greater 

psychological distance.  

 

2.3.3.3 Internationalization knowledge  

Internationalization knowledge is defined as the knowledge needed to plan and 

implement a successful internationalization (Johanson & Vahlne, 2009; Fletcher Harris, 

2012). Companies that are internationalising for the first time can have less or no 

knowledge of the internationalization, because it is based on past experience (Majkgård 

& Sharma, 2000). The company will instead rely on their work procedures and routines 

on the domestic market. These procedures will be  important signposts when entering 

the foreign market (Johanson et al., 2001). 

 

There are few other explanations for how companies manage the first steps when they 

do not have any internationalization knowledge the first time they are internationalizing. 

Petersen et al. (2003) states that the manager can take significant shortcuts by hiring 

individuals or groups that can transmit the internationalization of knowledge to the 

company. However, Fletcher and Harris (2012) concluded that it is often difficult for 

small businesses to recruit managers with international experience who have knowledge 

of internationalization. Therefore, it will be more difficult for small businesses  to get 

access to the internationalization knowledge without having any previous experience. 
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2.4 Conceptual framework 

In order to present a more clear perspective of our literature review we have created a 

conceptual framework that summarizes the theories within our theoretical chapter. With 

the help of our framework we want to emphasize how the theories are connected to each 

other and how each theory is essential for this research. The literature chapter has 

revealed that the risk management is one of the central factors that are rooted in the 

outcome concerning natural disasters and climate change.  
 

Furthermore, the level of knowledge that the firms hold in relation to risks can be seen 

as a significant factor when determining the risk perceptions within a country or 

company. Each step of the conceptual framework has an essential impact on the risk 

perception. In order to perceive risks there is a need of combining all the steps in the 

conceptual framework. The first step is to acknowledge and increase the awareness of 

what kind business risks that may occur from natural disasters and climate change. By 

defining the risks and uncertainties, it enables the company to create a strategic risk 

management process, which leads to the next step of the framework: risk management.  

 

In order to perceive and reduce risks, it is mentioned earlier in the theoretical chapter 

that risk management is divided in two diverse paces. Firstly defining what kind of risks 

that occurs within the company and secondly managing the determined risks in the most 

suitable way (Rausand, 2010). By, examining the content, type and sources of 

knowledge, we can explore the relationship between risks management and how the 

level of knowledge can affect it. This will further on lead to the contribution of risk 

perception. The connection between the theories are illustraded in figure 2.2 where we 

exemplify the process.  
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Figure 2.2: Conceptual Framework (Own figure). 
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3 Methodology 

In the following chapter the methodological framework used for conducting the thesis 

will be described in order to motivate our choices of methods.  We will firstly present 

our choice of research approach and research method, followed by research design, 

and a presentation of how we collected the data for the study. In the method chapter, we 

also present operationalization which describes how the different parts of the thesis 

parts are linked followed by quality of research and finally ethical considerations.  

 

3.1 Abductive approach 

Ghauri and Gronhaug (2010) describes research approach as the existing relationship 

between theory and the empirical findings. This scientific research can be conducted in 

two traditional ways, induction and deduction. The inductive approach requires the 

researcher to make general conclusions from the empirical findings that eventually will 

lead to a better understanding of the theoretical framework (Thurén, 1991). Jacobsen 

(2002) describes the deductive approach as the opposite of the inductive approach. With 

a deductive approach, the researcher will take standpoint from the theory in which  will 

be tested and confirmed. 
 

The third approach have been conducted by a combination of deductive and inductive 

approach, making it possible for the researcher to use the two approaches alternately. 

The abductive approach will reduce the risk of the researcher being trapped within one 

approach and makes the researcher’s work more flexible (Patel & Davidson, 2003). 

According Alvesson and Sköldberg (2008) the abductive approach leads to greater 

opportunities to discover new patterns and work becomes more freely, which in turn 

leaves more space for inspiration. This study applied a abductive approach which we 

believe will provide a wider range of work from start. The empirical data used in the 

study has been gathered gradually in parallel with the theoretical framework that has 

been developed. In this way, the input from both theory and empirical evidence 

obtained during the working process and the understanding has gradually emerged. 

Furthermore, interesting approaches emerged and discussions occurred after deep 

consideration in both theoretical and empirical material (Patel & Davidson, 2003). 
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Choosing the abductive approach  means that we are not locked within one pattern 

which according to Alvesson and Sköldberg (2008) is an advantage over the deductive 

and inductive approaches. Because our study aims to understand the risk perception of 

companies and how the level of knowledge can contribute to this and considering the 

research gap, we cannot solely base this on the theoretical material. 

 

After the empirical data was collected, we realized that we needed to edit some parts of 

the study, both in the introductory chapter and the theory chapter in order to present and 

argue for what we intend to answer in our study and to acquire a broader incidence. An 

observation of the reality was crucial in order to find the most likely explanation. 

During the progress of the thesis, we recognized that the Swedish case companies were 

unfamiliar with the effects of climate change and natural disasters. This resulted in 

introducing the effects of climate change and natural disasters in order to provide the 

reader with an understanding of the origins of the risks. This was made since the aim of 

our study is to gain understanding of how businesses perceive risks and how the level of 

knowledge contribute to the risk perception and previous research within this field is 

rather limited. Therefore, the data collection generated into other perspectives of the 

research area and certain essential components were found, which culminated in a 

broader understanding compared to the existing theory. Furthermore, we have divided 

our theory and empirical/analysis in the three main headlines. The division was made 

after the empirical data was collected, because a structure that can be applied in both 

theoretical and empirical data / analysis section was suitable.  
 

Therefore, we collected empirical data from various companies in Indonesia dealing 

with risk perception in Swedish companies, which makes an abductive approach 

suitable for our study. 
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3.2 Qualitative research 

When gathering material for a research study, it is essential to use a research method to 

procedure the collected information in order to answer the research questions that are 

asked (Patel & Davidson, 2003). According to Merriam (2009) the research methods 

within the business field are divided in two different terms, qualitative and quantitative 

method. Patel & Davidson (2003) refers to quantitative research as the statics method 

and the qualitative research for the processing text material method. Within a qualitative 

research on the other hand, the social occurrence and the collected data from interviews, 

documents or observation are explored with the purpose of discovering a starting point 

for the theory by the revealed empirical pattern (Creswell 2014; Boeije, 2010).The main 

difference between the two methods are that quantitative research converts the collected 

data into figures, which then results in a statistics analysis (Holme & Solvange, 1997). 

In contrast, qualitative research  includes literature that involves theory, which is 

examined essentially to understand what is currently going on in the business field and 

to find theoretical assessments (Boeije, 2010).   

 

The choices between the two different research methods are according to Silverman 

(2006) varied upon what the author want to discover. For example, a quantitative 

research is relevant if the purpose of the research is to do determine how individuals 

aim to vote. If the purpose of the research is instead to study the how individual behave 

or live, then a qualitative research is more accurate (Silverman, 2006). For our research 

we decided to follow a qualitative research in order to answer our research questions. 

Qualitative research approaches to analysis, data collection and personal interpretation. 

It is useful for our research because it will increase the understanding of underlying 

opinions, motivations and reasons within our topic (Creswell, 2014). The main reason 

for our choice is because our research will be approached on collected data from 

personal and video conferences. Therefore, by using a qualitative research, there is a 

higher possibility of increasing valuable knowledge which will assistance us to answer 

our research questions (Landrum & Garza, 2013). 
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3.3 Multiple case study 

When conducting a qualitative research method, there are various of study designs that 

can be used, such as case study, experiment, survey, archival analysis, and history (Yin, 

2014). The researcher should decide whether to use single case study or  multiple-case 

study designs (Yin, 2014). Case studies can be defined as "an empirical inquiry that 

investigates a contemporary phenomena in real life contexts " (Yin, 2014)  and used 

when "the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not evident" (Johanneson 

& Tufte 2003).  The case study is suitable for studies designed to answer the research 

questions that focus how or what?  Furthermore, the case study is suitable for the study 

of current events that the investigator have a limited control over (Yin, 2009).  

 

Yin (2014) states that the analytical conclusions arising from two or more cases are 

considered to be more valuable than those from a single case, since the gathered 

evidence is then supported by several cases.  The study's research questions are  How 

does the unpredictability of natural disasters and climate change in Indonesia impact the 

risk perception of Swedish companies? and How does the level of knowledge in the 

company contribute to the perception of risks? The risk perception and knowledge 

existing in the companies are is beyond our control, which makes it appropriate to using 

case study design for this study. In this case, multiple-case study in order to draw 

valuable conclusion stemming from several companies. The case study is also in line 

with the research approach, abduction which is a common combination (Alvesson & 

Sköldberg, 2007).  
 

3.3.1 Purposive sampling 

According to Saunders et al (2009), there are two known sampling techniques available, 

probability sampling and non probability sampling.  The main difference between 

probability and nonprobability sampling is that for non probability sampling the cases 

that are being selected from the population are not known. The methods to select one of 

these samples are based on the assumption that the researchers will choose the sample 

randomly (Saunders et al., 2009) and therefore, this study will follow a non-probability 

sampling. Jacobsen (2008) writes that within the qualitative method, the researcher 

cannot interview many respondents since it is time demanding to collect data and the 

data collected often contains many details. The author describes that this selection 
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process takes place in a number of stages where the first stage is to review all the 

options available in the field which the researcher wants to study. The second step is 

then to divide all the opportunities in the various sub-groups. This is made based on 

various classification variables, which may be, for example, gender, age or city. The last 

step is then to choose the selection criteria. 
 

Yin (2013) and Jacobsen (2008) writes about different kinds of non-probability 

sampling, where they bring up strategic sample, quota sampling, purposive sampling 

and chain sample. We have conducted a purposive sampling which according to Yin 

(2013), Jacobsen (2008) and Bryman & Bell (2011) means that the respondents we have 

chosen to interview, have been chosen because they had time and willingness to meet 

us. This sampling fits our study because of the limited number of companies that fits 

within our criterias. First of all, we decided to study Swedish companies that have a 

physical or non physical production in Indonesia. Our aim was to interview the person 

that has most knowledge about the production in Indonesia. We contacted all Swedish 

companies in Indonesia that fits within these criterias and got in contact with four 

respondents that had time to meet us and answer our questions.  
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3.4 Respondents 

3.4.1 Uwe Stäter 

Operations Manager currently situated in Indonesia, Jakarta where he is responsible for 

all lean management production and with great knowledge of climate change 

risks.  Stäter started working for Gunnebo Security Group nine years ago but has been 

in the security business since the beginning of the 90’s.  

 

3.4.2 Stefie Haslim 

Operation Manager at Emric AB’s Indonesian office where he is responsible for their 

Indonesian team. Haslim is a software developer with more than 10 years in the 

software business 

 

3.4.3 Mikael Rietz 

CEO of Ekamant AB since January 2016 with many years of international experience 

on the Asian market but currently located in Markaryd. Responsible for a management 

team in Markaryd that manage all their subsidaries and distributors worldwide.  

 

3.4.4 Respondent X 

Respondent X is the CEO and founder of Company X. A furniture design company that 

was registrated in 2000. Along with his eight employees in Sweden, Respondent X is 

responsible for all the activites in Sweden and the production in Indonesia. Respondent 

X have visited Indonesia more than 30 times and have obtained knowledge about the 

business market in Indonesia.  
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3.5 Data collection 

According to Yin (2014) ‘’Data collection refers to a collection of organized 

information, usually the result of experiences, observations, experiment. It may consist 

of numbers, words or images and especially as measurements or observations a set of 

variables’’. Regarding data collection, there are many different ways to obtain 

information. It can for example be through books, magazines, databases, interviews and 

direct observation (Eriksson, 2011). The collected data can then be divided into primary 

and secondary data. Primary data is the information we have chosen to collect and 

hence not previously been processed and analysed. Secondary data is data collected and 

processed by someone else. Eriksson (2011) argues that one should consider some 

points before starting to make its data collection and weigh example: cost, quality and 

availability. 
 

3.5.1 Primary data 

Primary data can according to Yin (2011) be obtained through four different 

approaches; interviews, observations, collection and audit and emotional 

impressions.  According to Merriam (2009) interviews are the most common form of 

data to use in qualitative studies in order to understand the studied phenomenon. These 

interviews can be done in different forms, such as through mail, phone, email and face-

to-face meetings (Ghauri and Grønhaug, 2010). The primary goal of an interview is to 

conduct objective data collection, that is not individually or subjective influenced, in 

order to try to explain the reality. An important assumption is that there is an objective 

reality to describe. The interviewer should not try to influence the interview in any 

direction and thus avoid the so-called interview effect (Gustavsson, 2003). Primary data 

is considered  considered to provide more relevant information regarding a specific 

research problem (Ghauri and Gronhaug, 2010). 

 

Therefore, we have decided to base our empirical findings mainly on primary data 

considering the detailed and information specific  data a primary source can offer. Our 

collected primary data consist of interviews with key persons that all are specialized in 

production and have a broad  knowledge about the production in Indonesia. The aim 

with interviews is to gain a broader understanding of the respondent’s thoughts, 

experience and opinions (Smith, 2010). Further on, we will collect primary data by 
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using scientific articles to both gain a deeper understanding of the research topic and 

larger credibility.  
 

3.5.2 Secondary data 

According to Jacobsen (2002) secondary data is information that the researcher does not 

collect from the main source, but rather from sources that are based on previous 

research. The information is collected for other purposes, which the researcher has 

collected data in order to relate to their own problem. How the researcher wants to 

collect its data depends on the choice of method (Yin, 2011). However, the researcher 

should be more critical toward secondary data despite reliable sources and references, 

since the information is obtained for another study (Yin, 2009). 

 

We have in our study used secondary data in order to get as wide knowledge as possible 

within our subject. In this research, the secondary data has mostly been used in the 

introduction chapter, literature chapter and methodological chapter. Collected data 

concerning the case companies in this study has been collected from the respondents. 

Furthermore, additional secondary data has been derived from organizational websites, 

government articles and consultancy reports. However, our study consists mainly of 

primary data and is complement with secondary data. 
 

3.5.3 Interviews 

According to Merriam (2009) interviews can be divided into three categories, 

structured, unstructured and semi-structured. A structured research interview concern 

high control since the researcher has prepared the questions in advance and the 

respondents can give limited answers (Denscombe, 2010). The interview can also be 

unstructured meaning that questions are not predetermined. This structure of interview 

is recommended when the researcher does not have the knowledge required to ask 

relevant questions on the topic (Merriam, 2009). The most common interview structure 

is the semi-structured interviews meaning that the researcher is guided by a number of 

issues. However, the order in which questions are asked is undetermined. In our 

empirical data collection, we chose to apply the semi-structured interview form in 

which we before the interviews decided a number of key questions we intended to get 

answer to.  
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When gathering the empirical data, we have conducted four interviews with respondents 

from each studied company. Three interviews were conducted as video-conference as 

the conditions made it impossible for us to have personal interviews since they are 

located in Indonesia. The fourth interview were conducted as face-to-face interview at 

the head office in Markaryd. Our aim was to conduct only physical interviews since we 

believe that personal interview is preferable to create a dialogue that includes body 

language and observation. We believe that the information we have received during all 

interviews have provided us with valuable information for our analysis. The interview 

gave us very relevant and highly useful information, however, we noticed that some of 

the questions we asked gave similar response. This resulted in that we interconnected 

questions that could give the same answers. 
 

We both participated in all interviews in order to apply a broader perspective of the 

observations. One technique we used was to ask follow-up questions to understand 

concepts and meaning of the words used by the respondent. We did not write down the 

supplementary questions in our interview guide, however we completed the interview 

guide for the empirical data collection process in order to not forget to ask important 

follow-up questions in the next interview. Another way for us to remember what 

supplementary questions and the answers we got were recording the interviews and 

listen to them afterwards. Furthermore, we strove for an objective approach to any 

responses and strove not to have expectations on what answers we could possibly get. 
 

A disadvantage with recording the interviews could be that the respondents would feel 

uncomfortable. Therefore, we started all the interviews by asking the respondent if we 

got permission to record the interview, which all respondents approved and we can 

therefore conclude that the audio recording has not been a distraction. All respondents 

have been asked the same questions with open answers opportunities and also that the 

respondents had the chance to put their personal stamp and opinion on the same 

questions. 
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3.6 Operationalization 

It is vital to develop a comprehensive theoretical framework before transcribing an 

questionnaire formula. As a result, we can retrieve a higher understanding of what has 

already been researched about the specific topic. By linking the operationalization with 

theoretical framework we could assure that we asked the most relevant questions and 

therefore created a higher validity and reliability throughout the research (Patel & 

Davidson, 2011). Therefore, we have created a figure that presents the connection 

between our theoretical framework and the interview questions. We divided the 

interview questionnaire into three different topics; (i) Business risks of climate change 

and natural disasters (ii) Risk management (iii) Knowledge. By applying this structure, 

we could increase the possibility of receiving the required information from the 

respondents.  

In the area of business risks of climate change and natural disasters, we wanted to gain 

understanding of which risks directly related to climate change and natural disaster there 

are to consider for the case companies. By determining the different business risks that 

exists in relation to climate change and natural disaster, we could further explore how 

the case companies manage these risks by conducting questions regarding the 

continuous risk management process. In order to explore the correlation between the 

company’s risk management and level of knowledge, we conducted question about the 

source, type and content of knowledge within the companies. The structure of our 

interview questions is illustrated in figure 3.1 and the interview formulate can be found 

in Appendix A.  
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Concept	  

	  

Interview	  

questions	  

	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Reasoning	  

	  

	  

Business	  operation	  

	  

	  

1-‐3	  

 

We	  created	  these	  specific	  questions	  to	  get	  a	  brief	  

overview	  of	  the	  company’s	  background.	  In	  addition	  we	  

also	  included	  questions	  regarding	  the	  interviewees	  

role	  in	  the	  company.	  

	  

	  

Business	  risks	  of	  climate	  

change	  and	  natural	  

disasters	  

	  

	  

	  

4-‐8	  

 

In order to get a broader knowledge about the 

existing business risks of climate change and 

natural disasters in Indonesia, we conducted 

questions about every business risk and how it 

affects the companies.  
	  

	  

	  

Risk	  management	  

	  

	  

9-‐14	  

 

By asking our respondents questions in relation to 

risk management we could get a much broader 

understanding of the respondents risk perceptions 

and how they respond to risks and uncertainties.  

	  

	  

Knowledge	  

	  

	  

15-‐19	  

 

In order to explore how the companies perceive the 

risks of climate change, we asked questions 

regarding the level, types sources. of knowledge 

within the company to answer our research 

questions.  
	  

 

Figure 3.1: ‘’Operationalization’’ (Own figure) 
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3.7 Data analyse method 

Data analysis is according to Boeije (2010) defined as a method, which manage the 

gathered data in order to answer the defined research questions. Merriam (2009) further 

argues that data analysis is the most problematic part of a qualitative research since 

there is several of collected data that needs to be reduced, categorized and processed in 

order to answer the research questions. Every analysis if differently approached since 

the research topic is dissimilar and the purpose of the collected data is different (Fejes & 

Thornberg, 2009). The most general process that is used in a qualitative research is 

presented in three analysis methods: (i) organizing and preparing the collected data for 

analysis (ii) reducing the information into different themes through a process of coding 

(iii) representing the final data in tables, discussions or figures (Creswell, 2014). 
 

The empirical data that was collected for the research has been reviewed from the three 

analysis methods mentioned above. In order to answer the research questions, we 

collected empirical data through interviews with our respondents. Further on, the 

identified data was codified in the analyz into the three main theories: climate change & 

natural disasters, risk management and knowledge with subheadings to each theory. We 

conducted these categorizes in relations to the literature review where we further 

codified various topics regarding to each topic that the respondent explained. By 

codifying the empirical data in relation to the literature review, we were able to notice a 

pattern between the different answers from each respondent and how each company 

behave towards the different topics. Lastly, the final data presented in the analysis made 

it possible to draw a conclusion and subsequently answer our research questions.  
 

3.8 Quality of research 

Quality of research indicates a valuation of the accurateness of the awareness increased 

as the outcome of the study (Silverman, 2006 ). According to Boeiji (2010) this kind of 

decision is examined whether the collected data and the result credibly signify the 

purpose of the study that was supposed to be studied. Increasing knowledge and 

understanding through meetings with respondents, putting effort in the study field and 

obtaining detailed awareness, is according to Crewsell (2014) what researchers within 

the qualitative research strives for. Throughout this, all researchers desire to contribute 

with knowledge that is both valid and reliable (Merriam 2009). The level of trust is 
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generally expressed by speaking of how high or low the research’s validity and 

reliability is (Befring, 1994).  
 

3.8.1 Validity 

According to Creswell (2014) various of perspectives occur concerning the significance 

of validations within a qualitative research. The validation of a research is explained 

through whether the researcher has conducted a measurement for what is supposed to be 

measure or if the result also has been influenced by other factors (Befring, 1994). In 

order to increase the reader’s awareness of the research’s validity, there are some 

specific methods to practice (Merriam, 2009). One of the methods according to 

Denscombe (2010); Merriam (2009) is firstly to assure that the researcher has 

understood the collected data given by the respondents properly. With regard to these 

means, closeness to the subject can be conducted through a qualitatives research making 

the respondent's control the information given to the research (Holme & Solvang, 

1997).  
 

Merriam (2009) defines two sorts of validity, internal and external. Internal validity is 

examined in what level of credibility the collected data is, which can be studied by the 

method triangulation. This method involves studying the same set of collected data 

throughout diverse viewpoints in order to gain a better understanding of the research 

(Kuman, 2014). Furthermore, Merriam (2009) also mentions that through triangulations 

it is highly recommended to apply external sources and methods, which can elucidate 

the result. External validity on the other hand underlines the degree to which the results 

of a qualitative research can also be valid in circumstances other than the one examined. 

During an interview, the respondents can explain one thing which is understood 

differently by the person interviewing (Creswell, 2014). Due to this, validation is a way 

of understanding different perspective within the research field, which further on will 

increase the reliability of a research (Merriam, 2009). 
 

For this research, we have studied the triangulation method by interviewing different 

respondents from different companies. When using the triangulation method, we have 

interpreted the collected data individually and implemented various views in order to 

conduct a larger perspective and understanding of it. Furthermore, we have also decided 

to revert to the chosen respondents in order to expand the validity by offering them a 
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possibility to review our versions of the collected data. This will further on guarantee 

that any form of misinterpretation are diminish from the study and therefore increase the 

validity. According to Yin (2011), the business market is a complex field to grasp and 

consequently the possibilities of misinterpretations between the parties are highly 

common. Therefore, we believe that it could be to our advantages when reverting to the 

chosen respondents because of the chance to decrease possible confusions and to 

generate a high validation throughout the study. 

 

3.8.2 Reliability 

Creswell (2014) refers reliability to the solidity of responses to diverse codes of data 

collection. Furthermore, reliability is repeatability and consistency of the study, which 

is used in a case research (Yin, 2011). Merriam (2009) discusses that reliability is 

described as the extent to which the results may be reiterate. The author further question 

if the research will give the same result if repeated which is difficult to determine since 

the human behavior is not statically but variable. Yin (2011) argues that the purpose of 

assessing the reliability of a research is that it will be possible for researcher to later on 

follow the consistent approach and construct the precisely identical research as the 

previous researcher, which will result with similar outcomes and assumption. 

 

To be able to prove the reliability of a study, it is of great importance to give the reader 

a pervading and clear methodology in order to ease the understanding of our study’s 

final result. This will be achieved by assessing the reader with the interview guide and 

transcribe the interviews word by word if permission of recording is given from 

respondents. Denscombe (2010) states that a study can be reliable when stating the used 

methods clearly. This will enable the reader to follow up on the achieved results and the 

conclusions based on the given results. 
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3.9 Ethical Considerations 

When conducting case studies, ethical considerations arise since the research can 

involve human focuses, meaning people that participate in the study about whom might 

collect previously recorded data, such as personnel interviews. Therefore, it is important 

to protect the human subjects since nearly all case studies are about human affairs and 

humans share their thoughts, knowledge and experience with the researcher. As part of 

the protection, the researcher is responsible for conducting the case study with special 

care and sensitivity (Yin, 2014). According to Graziano & Raulin (2013) there is two 

ethical obligations to consider when conducting a qualitative study. Firstly it is 

important to protect the respondents in a study from any harm such as deception. The 

author further states that is up to the contributors to agree whether they would like to 

take part of the research or not by informing them to the nature of the study and 

formally importuning their contributions and volunteerism in participating in the study.  
 

The confidentiality in a research refers to what information the participants have agreed 

to share in the research. Furthermore, this means that secretive data that potentially 

could disclose the respondents will not be revealed in the study. However, if the 

researcher would publish information that possibly could expose the respondent’s 

identity, the author must take responsibility in receiving an approval from the 

participant in order to share the information (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2014). Within a 

qualitative research, the ethical discussion regarding anonymity will be presented during 

two times – both during the collection of data and when the result is published 

(Merriam, 2009). Confidentiality as an ethical area of uncertainty can be associated with 

the problem that anonymity can protect the respondent but on the other hand, work as 

an alibi for the research to interpret their answers and statement without being 

contradicted. Along with the ethical requirements of the researcher, it is important to 

aim for having a high scientific quality on the knowledge that is being published. This 

means that the published results are as correct and representative for the research area as 

possible (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2014). 
 

Before the interviews, we had an initial contact with the companies in order to prepare 

the respondents in what the purpose of the study was. During the first interaction with 

the respondent, the researchers declared that the respondent participate in a study 
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conducted by students from Linnaeus University and verified that they are aware of the 

purpose of the study. Before the interviews, the authors also declared that participation 

is completely voluntary and the interview can, if desired, be cancelled at the 

respondent's request. Transparency was important for us in order to protect the 

respondents from any harm, both before and after the interviews. We shared the 

interview questions in forehand and gave the respondents the option to choose which 

questions to answer. All our respondents had the choice to be anonymous since the 

interviews were personal. Due to that one of our respondent choose to be anonymous, 

we ensured that the name of the respondents' have been exclude in the study and we 

have refered to the company to a fictitious name in order to secure the anonymity 

requirement. To achieve a high quality throughout research and the result, we have been 

in constantly contact with the anonymous responded when conducting the empirical 

information. Furthermore, in order to avoid personal interpretations of the respondents 

information, we send the final empirical findings to the respondents for approval.  
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4 Empirical Findings 

In the following chapter, we are presenting the gathered empirical findings for our 

study in order to answer our research questions. Initially, a presentation of each 

respondent and the case company they represent will be presented. Followed by the 

company’s view on business risks of climate change, their risk management and finally 

knowledge.  

 

4.1 Cases 

The empirical findings within our research will be based on interviews with Swedish 

companies that have a production in Indonesia. The respondents we choose for this 

study have knowledge about the production of their company and how it is affected by 

climate change and natural disasters. One of the interviews were conducted through 

personal interview while the other three were conducted by video conference. All of our 

interviews took place between 2nd of May 2016 and 13th of May 2016.   
 

4.1.1 PT Chubbsafes  

Gunnebo Security Group is a group with wholly owned subsidiaries worldwide. The 

subsidiary in Indonesia is called PT Chubbsafes and was established in 1978. They offer 

solutions for storing cash and valuables and the protection of data and documents. Their 

product portfolio includes a wide range of certified safety deposit boxes, vaults and 

security doors. The factory is today located in Bekasi (surroundings of Jakarta). PT 

Chubbsafe have 350 employees and they are exporting 65 % of their total production to 

Australia, Europe, The Pacific’s and Asia.  
 

Uwe Stäter started working for Gunnebo Security Group nine years ago and is today the 

Operations Manager of PT ChubbSafes. His role involves installations of common 

production standards in all the Gunnebo Security Groups factories worldwide. Stäter 

have substantial experience within the security business since he worked during the 90’s 

as the CEO of German competitor to Gunnebo Security Group. Stäter further explains 

that since he has been living in Indonesia for almost a decade, he has witnessed the 

damages caused by climate change and natural disasters in the country.  
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4.1.2 Emric AB 

Emric AB is a software company with specialization in solutions for credit processing. 

Their customers consist of a global network of banks, credit companies and system 

partners. With their headquarters in Stockholm, the company has additional business 

operations in Belgrade, Kalix and Jakarta. With approximately EUR 20 million in 

revenue, installations in 24 different countries and 60 individual banks and credit 

companies as clients, Emric AB is the largest vendor in Scandinavia in it’s segment. 
 

Stefie Haslim is the Operation Manager for Emric AB’s offshoring activities in 

Indonesia for a group of Indonesian software developers. Haslim has a long experience 

as software developer and is today managing a team with software developers in Jakarta 

that work closely with the Stockholm office. Haslim has been working for Emric AB for 

the last four years but have great market knowledge since he is born and raised in 

Indonesia.   

 

4.1.3 Ekamant AB 

Ekamant AB is a Swedish company founded in 1928 in Markaryd where they have their 

main production plant and head office. Today, the company is one of the world’s 

leading producers of coated abrasive products for the wood industry.  Ekamant AB is 

active in 60 countries worldwide and have distributors in most parts of Europe, Asia, 

USA and Brazil. The company’s  first step into the Asian market was through a 

distributor in Singapore and then later China. After gaining some experience in the 

Asian market, the company saw an opportunity in buying the company of one of their 

distributors in Indonesia.  
 

Mikael Rietz is the CEO for Ekamant AB since January 2015 with a long previous 

international experience as a general manager of Kalmar Industries in Hong Kong and 

product manager for HIAB in China. He is leading a management team in Markaryd 

and is together with this team, responsible for Ekamant AB’s four subsidiaries in 

Germany, Poland, China and Indonesia and one joint venture in South Africa.  

 

4.1.4 Company X 

Company X is working towards the Swedish construction market and produces 

construction- and interior details in wood but also in wrought and cast iron. Company 
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X’s journey started with the CEO’s passion for furniture design and building 

preservation. Today, they are  Company X import all material from Indonesia where 

they have very skilled craftsmen. Their factory is located on the island of Java and have 

currently 70 employees. 
 

Respondent X is the founder and have been CEO of Company X for 16 years and had 

no previous international experience before  founding company X but have today 

travelled the world due to his responsibilities within the company. Respondent X have 

visited Indonesia over 30 times and is well familiar with the country and market. 
 

4.2 Business risks of Climate Change  

According to Stäter, PT Chubbsafes are greatly concerned about the environment and 

have developed policies in order to reduce damages from the outcome of climate change 

and natural disasters..  

 

“Since I moved to Jakarta, I have seen the entire city being overflooded by 60-70 % 

many times” - Uwe Stäter 

 

Stäter further emphasize the importance of an internal climate change policy.  Firstly, 

this is due to an internal interest from Gunnebo Group and PT Chubbsafes since the 

company have seen the consequences of climate change in Indonesia. During Stäters 

employment in Indonesia, he has witnessed Jakarta being over flooded by 60-70 % 

several times. Stäter further states that this is a result of the much poor climate change 

policy from the government and also the domestic companies and citizens. Secondly, 

Gunnebo Security Group is a Swedish stock exchange noticed company meaning that 

they must fulfill all the rules regarding climate change policy in Sweden and Europe. 

Thirdly, they find that more of their international customers require climate change 

policies and therefore it is very important to fulfill them.  
 

These factors together have contributed into a greater action towards climate change 

policy and therefore, the company has yet not faced regulatory risks from the 

government by e.g. green houses emission or litigation risks such as breach of legal 

responsibilities. Stäter further explains that the location of their factory has been one of 

the most important and strategic choices PT Chubbsafes has made. At first, the 
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company had three different factories spread in various locations in Jakarta. 

Nevertheless, since Jakarta is affected yearly by natural disasters such as earthquakes, 

floods, forest fires, the factories united in one and moved to an industrial state called 

“Bekasi”. Stäter states that the area of Bekasi is where many multinational companies 

have their production. The area is built to be catastrophe-proof and resistance against 

natural disasters. The industrial state is surrounded by big channels to avoid over-

flooding during the rainy-season in Indonesia when it is substantially impossible to 

avoid the damages caused by water.  

 

Emric AB has not been facing any regulatory charges for example greenhouse gases 

emissions. Since Indonesia is an emerging market with great opportunities of doing 

business in, the country has benefitted economically from foreign companies doing 

business there. However, since Emric AB is a Swedish company, Haslim states that it is 

rooted in the company’s guidelines to have a climate change policy and follow Swedish 

standards. The intensity and frequency of natural disaster have caused some issues for 

Emric AB’s Indonesian office resulting in delays of delivering projects to their 

customers. The main issues have been caused by electricity shortages and network and 

connection problems making the Jakarta team not able to accomplish their products. 

The electricity issues were caused by heavy rain falls that resulted in overflooding and 

affected the connection in large areas and regions in Jakarta.  

 

For the case of Ekamant AB, overflooding due to heavy rain periods have resulted in 

that water have entered into the first floor of the factory. This have resulted in destroyed 

material such as sandbags, wood, machines etc.  
 

‘’We do not consider the issue of raised seal level to be as significant as the normal 

disasters such as tsunami or volcanic eruptions. However, we consider raised sea level 

to rather be a cost difficulty than a risk issue‘’ - Mikael Rietz 

    

Ekamant AB do not evaluate the overflooding to be as significant as the normal 

disasters such as tsunami or volcanic eruptions. However, since the material destruction 

has cost money for Ekamant AB, they consider raised seal level to rather be a cost 

difficulty than a risk issue. Furthermore, since the means of transportation are very basic 

and primitive, the transportation facilities are regularly affected by extreme events. The 
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goods are transported by bike, motorbikes, cars, trucks together with very bad road 

condition making transportation almost impossible in case of heavy rain. Therefore 

delays in delivering is a fact every time there are overflooding, storms or other extreme 

events. Up until today, Ekamant AB has yet not been affected by any natural disaster 

that have had major consequences, but the mentioned issues are in the long run big 

recovery costs.  

 

According to Respondent X, Company X has not been charged by the government for 

any breach against environmental damages. This is according Respondent X due to two 

factors. Firstly, the company work with the same climate change policies in Indonesia 

as in Sweden and are concerned about how their production can damage the production. 

Secondly, Company X work mainly with recycled material since this is a part of their 

business idea. The company further works with old furnitures because they see how 

durable and functional they are. The factory is as previously mentioned located on the 

island of Java where according to Respondent X extreme events are a fact because of 

the Island’s vulnerability to rising sea-levels, overflooding and heavy rains. Volcanic 

eruptions have on some few occasions affected the transportation facilities in the means 

of cancelled flights to and from the island. However, over-flooding are causing the most 

damage to the company since this happened several time during a year. Even though the 

factories are built to be resistant against the mentioned extreme events, water have 

leaked into the factory damaging water sensitive material. Respondent X mentions that 

it is almost impossible to deliver products during these periods because of road 

conditions.   
 

4.3 Risk Management 

According to Stäter, since PT Chubbsafe’s factory is located in Bekasi (industrial state), 

the risks of climate change or natural disasters has not been a current issue for the 

company. However, Stäter states that earthquakes is an issue that can affect the 

company in uncontrollable means because earthquakes is an unpredicted disaster that 

occur often in many parts of Indonesia. The risks that derives from climate change is 

according to Stäter something the company is prepared for. However it is more difficult 

to predict when the disaster will occur. Earthquakes can have major effects on factory 

since the buildings are very primitive and not built to be catastrophe-proof. 

Furthermore, up to 80 % of PT Chubbsafes material in Indonesia is produced locally. In 
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contents to this, climate change or natural disaster will therefore have a major impact on 

the demand of supply. Stäter further states that it is more likely that the supply chain 

will be affected than the factory itself.  
 

Stäter explains that PT Chubbsafes has conducted a risk plan in case of an accident 

caused by extreme events. The risk plan include agreement of a temporarily relocation 

of the Indonesian production to the factories nearby. The company has different 

agreements between factories in USA, Europe, Asia. Lastly, Stäter explained that in 

order to increase the awareness of the risks, the company also offers education and 

training plans within risk management for their employees.  
 

Haslim explains that due to the location of Emric AB’s office in Jakarta, forest fires, 

earthquakes and over-flooding are major risks to consider regarding climate change and 

natural disasters. According to Haslim, over-flooding is a leading issue that appear 

every year in Indonesia. As mentioned earlier, since Emric AB is a company that 

produces only software products the natural disasters does not have a major affect on 

the main construction of the product. However, Haslim explains that since the 

company’s only way of communicating is through internet and phone calls, Emric AB 

is vulnerable to any disruption in electricity shortages affecting internet and 

telecommunications network. This can be a serious problem due to their continuous 

contact with the Stockholm office. Since Jakarta is being over-flooded yearly due to 

heavy rain, this problem have occurred a numerous time making all of the companies’ 

projects and activities being paused in Jakarta. Therefore, he further explains that if 

natural disasters and the climate change would develop to a bigger issue they will have 

to create a back up plan such as applying an extra power generator or waterproof 

electric wires. 
 

The CEO of Ekamant AB explains that the main risks to consider in relation to climate 

change and natural disasters are the threats of raised sea level and over-flooding. Rietz 

further explains that since the level of floods and rain season affects the production 

facility, Ekamant AB have conducted a risk plan for the future. The plan consists of 

changing the location of the production to a geographical higher industrial area in order 

to reduce the risks of water leakage. Since the industry is a three-floor building, over-

flooding mainly affect the first floor. Therefore, until the company moves to a new area, 
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they will have to adapt to the consequences of raised sea level by moving the production 

to the second and third floor. However, Rietz explains that it is more costly and time 

consuming to adapt to the consequences of over-flooding. Rietz further mentions that in 

order to create awareness of how to evaluate and manage risks regarding climate change 

and natural disasters, the company has conducted training plans for the employees.  
 

The location of Company X’s industry facility is on the island Java in Indonesia. Due to 

the location of the industry, Respondent X explains that risks to be considered in 

relation to climate change and natural disasters are mostly from volcano eruptions, 

raised seal levels and over-flooding. Respondent X further explains that the industry and 

the production is more affected during rain seasons. However, even though there are 

risks that may appear in relation to natural disasters, the company has however not 

taken into considerations on how to reduce the risks. Respondent X mentions that the 

company have not conducted a risk plan in case of extreme events affecting the factory. 

Additonally, because of the factory’s vulnerable location, Respondent X is considering 

a future relocation of the factory to Jakarta. Furthermore, Respondent X mentions that 

the factory building is is built to be catastrophe-proof in order to reduce damages.  
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4.4 Knowledge 

Stäter explains that since Gunnebo Security Group was one of the first European 

companies within the security business to enter Indonesia, the company first only used 

reports from the government in order to gain knowledge about the market. However, the 

company gained more knowledge by operating on the market through the years. After 

some years on the Indonesian market, PT Chubbsafes hired a local agent to be the 

companys’ Healthy, Safe and Environment manager. The agent is located in Indonesia 

and has previous knowledge about the organizational market, which helps PT 

Chubbsafes to understand and interact in the Indonesian market. Moreover, as Stäter 

mentioned earlier, since the company entered so early in Indonesia, the awareness of the 

existing risks of climate change was not a current issue during that time period. 

Therefore it was not a matter of question when company entered Indonesia. However, 

throughout the recent years climate change has become more relevant and an important 

concern in the country. Additionally the Swedish head office, which is located in 

Gothenburg, has during the recent years elaborated business fairs for companies that are 

stationed in Indonesia with the purpose of sharing knowledge with each other. 
   

Haslim explains that since the employees in the company are of Indonesian origin, they 

have knowledge and experience of the business market and the risks within it. 

Furthermore, when the company entered Indonesia, the board were in need of an 

experienced developer with great knowledge of the Indonesian market, thereby Stefie 

Haslim was employed as the operations manager. Being born and raised in Indonesia, 

He has great knowledge of the market risks existing in Jakarta. According to Haslim, 

another reason for a successful entrance in Indonesia is because if Emric AB’s previous 

establishment in nearby countries in Asia. The knowledge achieved on these markets 

helped them to manage the market risks in Indonesia. Haslim further explains that the 

decision of an entry in Indonesian was highly influenced by the previous CEO’s 

personal experience in Indonesia and also because of cost- and knowledge related 

reasons. Even though the company is acquainted with the existing risk of climate 

change and natural disaster, this was not a concern when entering the market. However, 

Haslim further explains that during the recent years, the climate issue has grown in 

Indonesia and therefore the knowledge within has increased. Haslim also mention that 

within the production of their software, the employees work in groups from the 
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company in Indonesia but also from Sweden’s head office. Therefore, by working in 

groups, the employees can share knowledge with each other.  
 

According to Rietz, before entering Indonesia the company gained knowledge from 

other markets since Ekamant AB were already operating in other several Asian 

countries. Rietz further explains that doing business in Sweden and any other country is 

very similar regarding the practical steps such as techonogical competence and work 

procedures excluding culture. Rietz means that as long as there is a market for their 

product, they can take upon the opportunities and learn stepwise. Rietz further explains 

that their subsidiary where their distributor in Indonesia and the business was owned by 

a by an entrepreneur. The distributor had virtuous knowledge about doing business in 

Indonesian and therefore, when entering Indonesia the company could use the 

knowledge from the distributor in order to understand and interact on the market. This 

next step was to buy the distributors company and keep him as operation manager. Rietz 

further mention that the employees in Ekamant AB are of Indonesian origin.  
 

Company X is a small Swedish company founded by Respondent X in the year of 2000. 

Today, the company have eight employees in Sweden and are successful on the 

Swedish furniture design market. However, their international experience is rather 

limited since they are new on the Indonesian market.  When entering Indonesia the 

company started an investigation of the market and utilized published documents such 

as governments and corporate reports in order to gain more knowledge of the 

Indonesian market. The reports that were used treated market information that was 

useful in the initial steps of their internationalization, such as historical reports 

regarding extreme events that have occurred during the recent last years. This initiative 

was from the CEO’s interest, in order to gain knowledge about the Indonesian market 

and how to do business there.  However, Respondent X states that these reports were 

useful before entering the market and the reality was different when the company 

started operating on the market. The environmental concerns was not as serious as the 

reports stated and the government use minimal action in order to reduce environmental 

damages. Therefore, the knowledge obtained on the market is both from documented 

reports but mostly from operating on the market. 
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5 Analysis 

In this chapter we will submit our analysis, which is based on the collected empirical 

data and the literature review. We will further on, conduct our analysis by connecting 

the empirical data to theoretical framework and analyse the similarities but also the 

variances of the outcome.  

 

5.1 Business risk of climate change 

When facing regulatory risks it can result in new costs for companies with significant 

greenhouse gases emission as a result from governmental regulations (Pattberg, 2012). 

From the empirical data that has been gathered, neither of the studied case companies 

have been charged for any kind of breach of environmental regulations. For Ekamant 

AB, PT Chubbsafes and Company X, the production of their products have not caused 

significant emissions since they are mostly working with natural resources such as 

wood. Furthermore, since Emric AB is a software company, the emission of carbon 

taxes and greenhouse gases emission is non existing. According to reports from KPMG 

(2008) a significant increase in these types of regulation is being regulated and 

implemented at an international, regional, national and local levels. The Indonesian 

government has conducted a plan to cut carbon emission by 30 % by the year of 2030 

(The Guardian, 2015). However the empirical data indicates that all of the studied 

companies work with the same climate change policies in Indonesia as they do in 

Indonesia. Stäter states that this resulted in a contribution to a greater environmental 

awareness than local companies. We can thus deduce that the studied Swedish 

companies that follow Swedish climate change policies in Indonesia generally face a 

minimized regulatory risk. 
 

All of the respondents from the studied companies explained that they have all been 

facing some kind of physical risks for their production and transport facilities. Physical 

risks for production and transport facilities originate from increased intensity and 

frequency of natural disasters caused by a changed global and regional climate 

(Pattberg, 2012). Emric AB, Ekamant AB and Company X have been facing problems 

with over-flooding due to heavy rain seasons that resulted in water leakage into the 

factories that emerged into destroyed material. For Ekamant AB and Company X, their 
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vulnerable location of their factory is a contributing factor to an increased physical risk. 

This goes along with KPMG’s (2008) assumption that a company's exposure to physical 

risks differ depends on the sector and the location in which a company operates. Ceres 

(2010) further explains that assets established on coastlines are more exposed to the 

threat of high-intensity events. Ekamant AB’s factory is located close to the coastline 

and on low geographic level, contributing to damaged resources resulting in exceeded 

recovery costs for the company. Rietz (2016) further explained that the transportation 

vehicles are very simple making the transportation facilities particularly vulnerable due 

to poor road condition. Our empirical findings further shows that the location of 

Company X’s factory is another factor contributing to the company’s particular 

vulnerability to physical risks. Respondent X (2016) explains that volcanos, over-

flooding and raised sea-levels are the main risks the company is facing due to their 

location. 
 

Out of our studied case companies, PT Chubbsafes was the company being least 

affected by the physical risks due to their strategic location of their factory. The 

industrial state of Bekasi have minimized PT Chubbsafes physical risk. However, they 

are affected by any disruption in their supply chain activities since they are dependent 

on other companies to deliver a finished product. Despite the fact that Emric AB does 

not have a physical production, the physical risk is given in the means of electricity 

disruption due to their location in Jakarta where heavy rainfalls resulting in interference 

in network and connection facilities. We therefore argue that all of the studied 

companies face major and minor physical risk leading to increased costs regardless of 

the type of product and company.  
 

According to Stäter (2016) and Haslim (2016) the awareness of environmental 

questions is more common among Western companies than local Indonesian companies. 

For PT ChubbSafes, their environmental commitment have resulted in an competitive 

advantage since international customers, such as Zara (Inditex) require certain 

environmental policies from their partner companies. According to Gansky (2010) 

consumers are giving more attention to communal behavior in response to climate 

change. This is partly confirmed by Stäter (2016) saying that their international 

customers are raising the environmental questions more recent years, making it 

important for PT ChubbSafes to maintain their reputation. However, their Asian 
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customers do not emphasize the importance of climate change policies and Stäter 

further explains that the demand for their products from their Asian costumers would 

not be affected in case of a failed climate change policy. This cope with Gansky (2010) 

statement saying that customers are giving more attention to communal behavior in 

response to climate change.  

 

Since all of the studied companies are preserving their climate change policy in 

Indonesia as well, they have found opportunities to differentiate themselves from their 

competitors such as local Indonesian companies (Ceres 2010). According to Pattberg 

(2012), litigation risks are particularly faced by those companies with carbon-intensive 

industries such as oil, gas and automobile manufacturing. Through the information 

gained from our empirical findings about PT Chubbsafes, Emric AB, Ekamant AB and 

Company X we can conclude that none of these companies are carbon intensive 

industries. Therefore, the litigation risk as a business risk is rather minor with 

accordance to Pattberg (2012).  

 

5.2 Risk management 

According to Rausand (2011) the concept, risk management could be divided in two 

main paces. Firstly, defining what kind of risks that occurs in companies. Secondly, 

managing the risks in the most appropriate way. Both PT Chubbsafes and Ekamant AB 

have conducted education plans in order to increase the awareness of how to manage 

risks. Furthermore, PT Chubbsafes has according to Stäter (2016) located their company 

in a safe industrial area. Haslim (2016) mentions that even though Emric AB has 

identified the risks that may occur in relation to climate change, the company has 

however not taken into deliberation on how to manage the risks. Therefore, when 

comparing this to how ‘’current’’ risk management is to the case companies, we could 

see common pattern in the first pace from all of the companies. All the companies have 

been able to identify the risks that occur in relation to climate change and natural 

disasters. However, we could further see that the second pace of managing the risks was 

more difficult for the companies. 
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5.2.1 Risk identification 

Baird and Thomas (1985) conclude risk identification as dedication towards defining 

the hazard and assessing the impact of the company’s involvement in the risk 

management process. When comparing this to the case companies in this study, we can 

see as mention above that all of the companies have identified the possible climate 

change and natural disaster risks. However, each of the company’s involvement in the 

risk management process differs from one another meaning that they have identified 

hazards that can harm the business (Wells, 1996). Obtained from the empirical findings, 

we can see that PT Chubbsafes identify the risks of a sudden earthquake as a future 

hazard that can harm their business. However, PT Chubbsafes have not been affected by 

the consequences of earthquakes yet. When analyzing the empirical data, we can see 

that the identification of the hazardous event that PT Chubbsafes have acknowledged 

that can have great contribution for a successful risk management process. This goes 

along Filipsson (2009) assumption of saying that acknowledging possible hazards is 

essential in order to manage the decreasing of risks.   

 

For Emric AB and Ekamant AB’s case, the rainy season resulting in over-flooding are 

the events caused by climate change and natural disasters with most likely possibility of 

harming their businesses. Both Haslim (2016) and Rietz (2016) explained that they have 

acknowledged the risks and are currently taking managerial actions in order du reduce 

the risks related to climate change and natural disaster. Company X’s location on Java is 

according Respondent X (2016) the principal reason of the company’s risk 

identification. They are aware of the risks and the consequences coming with them since 

heavy rain, over-flooding, volcanic eruptions are given events yearly meaning that 

Company X, just like the other studied companies have accomplished the first step in 

the risk management process to identify the risks within the business environment 

(Roberts et al., 2012). We can therefore state that despite the fact that some of the 

companies are taking less action against the perceived risk, they are all aware and have 

identified them. 
 

5.2.2 Risk analyse 

Risk analysis is according to Rausand (2011) a methodical usage of obtainable 

knowledge in order to classify threats and to evaluate the risk to the environment. Our 
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empirical findings demonstrate that all of our case companies have analysed the risks of 

climate change and natural disaster. For the case of PT Chubbsafes, they have through 

their experiential knowledge of operating on the market for nearly 38 years obtained 

knowledge in order to classify the threats and evaluate the threats to the environment. 

Stäter (2016) explained that they are aware of the possibilities of how to manage 

problems identified with risks of climate change and natural disasters since he 

personally and the company have seen the devastating effects of such accidents during 

the years. This is confirmed by theory of Hamilton (1996) saying that risk analysis 

contributes to possibilities of managing problems that can weaken the business.  

 

Risk analysis is according to Rausand (2011) a methodical usage of attainable 

knowledge in order to classify threats and to evaluate the risk to the environment. Our 

empirical findings demonstrate that all of our case companies have analysed the risks of 

climate change and natural disaster. For the case of PT Chubbsafes, they have through 

their experiential knowledge of operating on the market for nearly 38 years obtained 

knowledge in order to know which the existing threats are and to evaluate them. Stäter 

(2016) further explains that they are aware of the possibilities of how to manage 

problems identified with risks of climate change and natural disasters since he 

personally and the company has seen the devastating effects of such accidents during 

the years. Not only have they analysed the potential damages on their own factory and 

business, but also to the different channels in their supply chain since the effect of 

climate change and natural disaster have an impact on the whole country. This is 

confirmed by theory of Hamilton (1996) saying that risk analysis contributes to 

possibilities of managing problems that can weaken the business.  

 

Emric AB’s risk analysis have been conducted through mainly Haslim’s (2016) own 

knowledge and awareness of the possible outcomes of climate change and natural 

disaster can have. Haslim (2016) further explains that he have analysed the outcomes of 

overflooding in form of electricity shortages and later leading to disruptions in internet 

connection. This goes along Rausand (2011) referring to risk analyzing, where the 

author emphasize the use of obtained knowledge in order to classify threats and to 

evaluate the risk to the environment. Ekamant AB and Company X have been classified 

the potential risks to their factory after being directly affected by them. The risks in 

Ekamant AB case, is over flooding causing water leakage into their factory that further 
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resulted in damages material, while Company X have seen the direct effects by having a 

factory close to the coastline. Both companies are aware of how the risk can and have 

damaged their businesses and caused issues with delivery and production. One 

important aspect that we can clearly see is that the risk analysis have been accomplished 

by all the studied case companies in different means. It can therefore be argued that the 

given cause or damage by climate change and natural disasters is a concern.  

 

5.2.3 Risk planning 

Risk planning contains of different kinds of emerging activities in order to address and 

decrease possible risks and hazard events (Rausand, 2010). Obtained from the empirical 

findings, all of the studied case companies have conducted a risk plan for future risks 

that can occur. PT Chubbsafes has formed a risk plan which includes agreements of a 

temporarily relocation of their production to factories abroad. For Emric AB’s case, 

they have not conducted a written risk plan. However, Haslim (2016) explains that the 

company is vulnerable to any kind of disruption in electricity shortages affecting 

Internet and telecommunication network. Therefore, if they would be affected of a 

electricity shortages due to a natural disaster, the company has the possibility to transfer 

their production to the Swedish offices since Emric AB has a close cooperation with the 

Swedish office. 

 

Zwikeal and Ahn (2010) states that risk management is highly important when 

discussing risk planning. According to the authers, risk planning contains of emerging 

actions in order to address hazard events and to create a risk plan with the purpose of 

decreasing the possible risks. Therefore, both Ekamant AB and Company X have 

conducted a risk plan, which involves a relocation of their production. Rietz (2016) 

indicates that over flooding due to heavy rain periods has a major affect on the 

production facility. Rietz (2016) further explains that the company has created a future 

risk plan, which consist of changing the location of the production to a geographical 

higher industrial area. Furthermore March and Shapira (1987) mention that risk 

planning gives the companies a solid ground of how to manage the risks. In context, 

Company X’s facility is located on the island Java in Indonesia. Due to the location, 

Respondent X (2016) explains that risks to be considered in relation to natural disasters 

and climate change are generally over flooding, raised seal level and volcano eruptions. 

Therefore, Respondent X (2016) explains that it essential to relocate the factory in the 
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future if the climate issue would develop to a current issue. By comparing all the case 

companies it can therefore be argued that risk planning is given step for all the 

companies in the process of perceiving risks. 
 

5.2.4 Risk tracking 

According to Miller (1992) the changes of risks are unpredicted. Therefore is it vital for 

companies to always observe the changing risks within the risks management process. 

However, Stäter (2016) mention that the risks that derive from climate change is 

something the PT Chubbsafes can predict. However for PT Chubbsafes, it is more 

difficult to predict when the disaster will occur. Baird and Thomas (1985) further states 

that risk tracking can be conducted through personal observation by using different kind 

of techniques, which further could result in a higher risk perception. Neither Company 

X, Emric AB Ekamant AB consider the changing of the risks. Respondent X (2016) 

argues that even though risks could change due to climate change, they do not observe 

or consider the outcome of the changes. Rausand (20111) explains that risk tracking 

contains of technical performance observing the level of risks and the actions that is 

necessary in order to reduce the risks. However, Haslim (2016) explains that due to the 

fact that Emric AB is a company that only produces software products, the natural 

disasters and climate change has not a major affect on the their business. Therefore, the 

importance of observing the risks in relation to climate change is not highly prioritized 

at Emric AB.  We therefore argue that for PT Chubbsafes it is more vital to observe the 

climate change rather the risks from it. However, Ekamant AB, Emric AB and 

Company X do not observe the risks or the climate change at all.  
 

5.2.5 Risk control 

Hamilton (1996) argues that risk control includes operations of new risk modifications 

that can diminish the identified risks within the business environment. In order to 

control the risks, Both PT Chubbsafes and Ekamant AB has conducted education and 

training programs for the employees which will increase the awareness of risks and how 

to manage them. According to World Bank (2009) it is recommendet to  apply adaption 

management within risk control. In order to control the risks, the main key for an 

effective adaptation is to define the degree of the risks and then classify what kind of 

movements that are relevant for decreasing the risks. Furthermore, Stäter (2016) 

explains that in order to reduce or avoid the consequences of a possible hazard event, 
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PT Chubbsafes have located their factory in a safe industrial location called Bekasi. 

Stäter (2016) further argues that in case of an accident caused by natural disaster or 

climate change, PT Chubbsafes would temporarily relocated their production to 

factories abroad. Moreover, Rietz (2016) explains that since Ekamant AB’s industry is 

three-floor building, over flooding due to rain seasons mainly affects the first floor. 

Therefore, Rietz (2016) further explains that until the Ekamant AB relocate their 

industry, they will have to adapt and manage the consequences from over flooding by 

moving the production on the first floor to the second floor. 

 

According to Rausand (2011) the main purpose of risk control is to manage the risks 

and reducing them. Respondent X (2016) therefore argues that in order to control and 

reduce the damages from climate change and natural disaster, Company X’s factory is 

built to be catastrophe-proof. However, Emric AB has not take any significant actions 

regarding risk control. Therefore, we can argue that not all of the companies control the 

risks that occur in relation to natural disasters and climate change. Furthermore, we 

believe that it easier for companies to identify the risks but it is rather more difficult to 

control it since it is a matter of how the case companies perceive risks. Our empirical 

findings confirmed that companies such as PT Chubbsafes and Company X sees the 

importance of risk perception and the reality of the consequences. However, Sjöberg et 

al. (2004) Further states that risk management has developed into an issue in which 

involves the complications of realistic judgments since individuals only intend to 

consider non-existing risks instead of the reality. It can therefore be argued that 

Ekamant AB and Emric AB only consider non-existing risks instead of the reality.  
 

5.2.6 Communicate and document 

Rausand (2011) argues that without an efficient communication and consideration about 

the collected data regarding risks, it could generate to higher difficulties when 

perceiving risks. This could further lead to a growth of uncertainty within different 

companies. Rietz (2016) argues that due to the consequences of over-flooding, Ekamant 

AB has within the company discusses and communicated on how to perceive the risks 

in order to decrease the uncertainty within the company. Hamilton (1996) states that the 

purpose of communicating and documenting is to collect knowledge from the other 

stages in the process and to reflect about the collected information. However, Emric 

AB, Ekamant AB and Company X does not take any significant movements regarding 
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communicating and discussing the risk perception. Therefore we could argue that 

communication regarding risk perception is lower in most of the case companies and is 

not something that the case companies consider when perceiving the risks that derives 

from climate change and natural disasters. 

 

5.3 Knowledge 

When analyzing the empirical data we can see that there is a characteristic that applies 

to all case companies which is the emphasis they put into gaining knowledge prior to 

their internationalization to decrease risks and uncertainties. This correlates with 

McDougall (2005) assumptions saying that without knowledge of the markets, the risk 

and uncertainty in the internationalization will be higher. However, the type of 

knowledge have been obtained in two different ways by our studied case companies. 

These goes along with the theory of Eriksson et al. (1997) saying that knowledge is 

divided in two types, experiential and objective. For PT Chubbsafes and Company X, as 

investigation was made before entering the Indonesian market. The knowledge was 

obtained through government reports that the CEO of Gunnebo Security Group and 

Company X used to look into since Gunnebo was one of the first companies within their 

branch to enter Indonesia, and Company X entered at an early stage and didn’t have 

enough knowledge from other markets. This goes along with Fletcher and Harris (2012) 

description of objective knowledge is often easy to obtain through reports despite lack 

of previous market knowledge. Emric AB and Ekamant AB on the other hand utilized 

personal experience and former business activities in order to gain knowledge about the 

market and the risks within it. Ekamant AB had been operating in the nearby countries 

before entering Indonesia along with the knowledge of their distributor in Indonesia that 

they later kept within the company since his knowledge was valuable. This is 

collaborated with Eriksson et al. (1997) saying that experiential knowledge is difficult 

to transmit and can only be taught through personal experience. However, we can argue 

that problems can occur when an employee with no previous knowledge enters the 

company and replace the key persons since experiential knowledge is difficult to 

transmit and learn. 

 

The two types of knowledge further identifies two sources of knowledge, the internal 

and external (Casillas et al. 2009). The difference is that the internal knowledge is 

obtained by the organization itself such as individual managers and the organization’s 
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collective decisions. Deriving from our empirical findings, we found that Emric AB and 

Ekamant AB use internal knowledge to manage the existing risks and uncertainties. 

Haslim’s (2016) previous experience within the software development industry and his 

personal experience from growing up in Jakarta was utilized when Emric AB set up an 

office in Indonesia.  

 

He further explained that all of the employees in the Indonesian office are born and 

raised in Jakarta meaning that they have not been in need of seeking knowledge from 

other sources such as government reports, by agents or external consultants and the 

demand haven’t been required yet. As mentioned in the empirical findings, Ekamant 

AB bought the company from their Indonesian distributors and kept the CEO in the 

company because of his successful relationship with end customers and knowledge 

about the Indonesian market. Our findings correlate with Casillas et al.’s statement 

saying that (2016) external knowledge is obtained through various agents after demands 

from the company to transfer knowledge that can be useful for the company. Therefore, 

Emric AB and Ekamant AB have been exploited the internal knowledge while. 
 

PT Chubbsafes and Company X on the other hand used another source of knowledge in 

the initial steps of their establishment in Indonesia, the external source. This was 

because both companies lacked previous experiential experience from the market. 

Therefore, the managers compelled to seek knowledge in other sources such as hiring a 

Health, Security and Environment manager for PT Chubbsafes case. Our findings 

confirm the importance of any source of knowledge in the initial establishment process 

in order to identify and analyse the risks.  

 

By using the knowledge from the local employees, Ekamant AB have not been in need 

of hiring agents or using government reports in order to accomplish a successful 

entrance and operation in Indonesia. Instead, Ekamant AB has been using the internal 

sources within the company when firstly doing business in Indonesia but also to 

increase the awareness of risks and threats regarding climate change and natural 

disasters. According to Johanson and Vahlne (1977, 2009) and Fletcher & Harris (2012) 

market knowledge can be divided into institutional knowledge and business knowledge. 

Institutional knowledge consists of government control and the rules, norms and values 
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in foreign markets, while business knowledge consists of information about consumers, 

competitors and market conditions.  

 

Our empirical findings show that Ekamant AB and Emric AB have obtained market 

knowledge by operating business activities on the Indonesian market since their 

involvement on the market was great before entering. Our findings also demonstrate 

that institutional knowledge have been obtained by Company X and PT Chubbsafes in 

form of governmental reports about historical extreme events occurred in Indonesia. All 

of our studied case companies explained that market knowledge is important in order to 

decrease risk and uncertainties, which is confirmed by McDougall (2005) theory saying 

that without knowledge of the markets, the risk and uncertainty in the 

internationalization will be higher. 
 

Companies that are internationalising for the first time can have less or no knowledge of 

the internationalization, because it is based on past experience (Majkgård and Sharma 

2000). This goes along with the case of Ekamant AB and Emric AB whom used human 

capital that were already operating on the Indonesian market with knowledge of the 

work procedures and routines. Rietz (2016) further mentioned that although Ekamant 

AB did not have previous experience of the specific market they entered, the 

internationalization process of their branch is very similar, therefore they could rely on 

their experience on other markets and also their domestic market. Both Ekamant AB 

and Company X used the same technological procedures in Indonesia as on the 

domestic market since they are familiar with the techonology used in Sweden and know 

that it can succeed. This connects with Fletcher and Harris (2012) statement saying that 

technological knowledge is company-specific and can be used regardless of the market 

the company is on. Ekamant AB’s internationalization process in Indonesia correlates 

with Johanson et al. 2001 saying that companies with no or insufficient 

internationalization knowledge will will instead rely on their work procedures and 

routines on the domestic market. These procedures will be important signposts when 

entering the foreign market. We can therefore conclude from the empirical findings that 

companies with limited knowledge about the Indonesian market such as Emric AB and 

Ekamant AB have hired local employees and organizations in order to exploit their 

knowledge and diminish the cultural distances. This goes along with Wymenga et al. 
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(2013) saying that companies can hire organizations that help them to prepare for 

internationalization to a given market. 

 

 

 

6 Conclusion  

In the following final chapter we will emphasize an conclusion from our analyses in 

order to present our answers to our research questions. Moreover, our result will 

further lead to a presentation of  practical implications, theoretical contributions and 

recommendations for future research.  

 

6.1 Answering research questions 

According to Tol (2009) to, having a broad risk management approach enables a range 

of possible outcomes to be examined, as well as the uncertainty surrounding their 

probabilities. The environmental variations might familiarize new risk such as the risks 

of climate change and natural disasters. Literature and previous research has 

emphasized the importance of  increased knowledge within risk management in order to 

address and manage the risks presented by unpredictable environment (Alhawari, 2011). 

However, the different types of knowledge have not been studied and the effect on 

businesses have rarely been analysed, since previous inquiry have been made on units 

of analysis such as communities (Yang et al., 2009). The purpose of this thesis have 

therefore been to answer the research questions:  

 

6.1.1 Research Question 1 
     

 

 

 

 

When referring to strategic risk management, the theory emphasizes that risk 

management is conducted in five different stages. However the complexity of the risk 

perception due to climate change and natural disasters has been verified in the empirical 

How does the unpredictability of natural disasters and climate change 

impact the risk perception of Swedish companies in Indonesia? 
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findings. The empirical findings indicates that the studied case companies only fulfill 

some of the stages from the risk management process depending on how long the 

companies has been operating on the market and how they have experienced the risks 

from climate change and natural disasters. Furthermore, The literature review indicates 

that risk perception has developed into an issue that involves the difficulty of realistic 

judgements, because individuals intend to view non-existing risks instead of the reality 

(Sjöberg et al 2004). According to the empirical findings, the studied case companies 

see the seriousness of risks in different ways. Some companies see the hazardous events 

while other case companies only see the risk as it is.  It is concluded that risk perception 

is more common for the case companies that have experienced the true consequences of 

the unpredictable risks due to climate change and natural disasters.  

Therefore, the unpredictability of climate change and natural disasters impact the 

studied Swedish companies risk perception differently depending on their individual 

experience on the Indonesian market. 

 

6.1.2 Research Question 2 
 

 

 

Having a broad understanding regarding risks of climate change and natural disasters 

could have an assisting outcome on the perception of risks. The literature review 

emphasizes that a company's market knowledge is greater the higher their involvement 

in a market is, and without knowledge of the markets, the risk and uncertainties on the 

market will be higher (Oviatt & McDougall, 2005). However, previous research have 

not linked the specific types of knowledge to risk perception. From our empirical 

findings, we found that experiential knowledge is critical for the reason of the more 

experiential knowledge a company have obtained, the higher risk perception.  

The empirical findings further indicates that the longer a company has been operating 

on the Indonesian market, the more they have witnessed the hazards and consequences 

of the risks of climate change and natural disasters. The studied companies that have 

obtained knowledge in the type of objective knowledge have experienced a different 

reality once the risks of climate change and natural disasters appeared. This further 

How does the level of knowledge in the company contribute to the 

perception of risks? 
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shows that the level of knowledge in the type of experiential knowledge is critical for 

how the studied Swedish companies risk perception in Indonesia. We have therefore 

concluded that a higher level of experiential knowledge can impact how the studied 

Swedish companies perceive the risks. This implicate that the longer the studied 

companies have been on the market, the greater is the awareness of the existing risks 

leading to a higher risk perception.  

 
Figure 6.1: Concluding framework (Own figure). 

Figure 6:1 presents the framework for the conclusion of this study where the relation 

between climate change risks, knowledge and risk perception is presented and how 

these affect the risk management. The awareness of climate change risks is a result of 

the company’s experiential knowledge, which can further lead to a certain level of risk 

perception depending on the obtained knowledge. Subsequently, the relation between 

experiential knowledge and risk perception further contribute to how companies manage 

the risks in relation to climate change and natural disasters.  
 
6.2 Theoretical contribution  

The existing theories concerning risk perception have been few, specifically regarding 

risk perception of climate change and natural disasters. Previous research on business 

impacts and how managers perceive the risks has been less developed compared to the 

widespread literature on community impacts of environmental disasters. This has 
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emerged into an identification of a research gap. As the purpose with this study was to 

explore how the unpredictability of climate change and natural disasters impact the risk 

perception of Swedish companies and how the level of knowledge contribute to the risk 

perception. The result of this study have showed that Swedish companies in Indonesia 

perceive risk of climate change and natural disasters differently depending on the 

knowledge they have obtained, in the type of experiential knowledge. Furthermore, the 

Swedish companies that have been operating longer on the Indonesian market see the 

seriousness of hazardous events in a greater content and are managing the risks better 

than companies with less experience.  

 

This thesis have contributed to theory regarding risk perception in a context of 

international business and effects on businesses by studying the correlation between risk 

perception and knowledge of Swedish companies. Our study has shown that the relation 

between risk perception and the level of experiential knowledge can contribute into 

managing the risks of climate change and natural disasters.  

 

6.3 Practical implications and recommendation 

The collected empirical findings has proven that the studied case companies has 

perceived risks of climate change and natural disaster differently depending on the 

knowledge they have obtained. We further interpret that the importance of risk 

management has become more significant for the Swedish companies that have 

experienced the effect of climate change and natural disasters. Therefore, by 

understanding the risks and thus gain knowledge regarding the consequences and 

hazards, companies can better plan and be prepared of the unpredictibilities of climate 

change and natural disasters. This will subsequently lead to a higher level of risk 

perception as a result of obtained knowledge. However, other possibilities that may 

facilitate for risk pereception is by the objective knowledge that can be obtained from 

the use of documented reports, local agents or local employees in the initial 

internationalization steps.  

 

Therefore, we recommend for Swedish companies to obtain knowledge vicariosuly by 

hiring consults or agents that have experience about the Indonesian market and the risks 

of climate change and natural disasters.  
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6.4 Limitation 

Throughout the creation of the thesis we acknowledged a specific limitation, which we 

consider had a convinced impact over the quality of the discoveries but also on our 

capability to answer our research questions. The limitation that was identified within the 

study, concerned the Swedish companies unconscious of the risks that could occur in 

relation to climate change and natural disasters. We discovered that Swedish companies 

are not aware of the risks due to climate change even though the risks affected the 

companies. However, in order to resolve this, we additional added a chapter that further 

explains the issue of climate change and natural disasters in relation to Indonesia. By 

implementing this chapter we were able gain more knowledge regarding the issue, 

which further assisted us to easier observe how the companies perceive and handle the 

unfamiliarity of the risks due climate change and natural disasters.   

 

6.5 Recommendation for future research 

I. To examine how Indonesian companies perceive risks due to climate change and 

natural disasters in Indonesia. Since we concluded that experiential knowledge 

influence the risk perceptions of swedish companies we believe that it can be 

interesting to explore the risk perception from an Indonesian perspective.  
 

II. To explore the difference between experiential and objective knowledge and how 

these types of knowledge can contribute to risk perception. By studying the 

different types of knowledge and their influence on risk perception, we believe 

that the study can conduce to a linkages between risk perception and the 

different types of knowledge. 
 

III. To conduct the same research but by applying a quantitative research method 

instead. By conducting a quantitative study, we believe that we can study 

numerous companies that can contribute to a wider perspective and an increased 

understanding of how Swedish companies perceive risks due to the climate 

change and natural disasters. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A. Interview Guide 

 

Business operation 

 

• Brief information about yourself? (What is your position? Describe your 

international experience, what are your work assignments? How long have you 

worked for this company? Have you ever visited Indonesia/Sweden?) 

• Tell us a bit about the company: (On which markets is the company active? How 

long have you been active on the Indonesian market? Where is your factory located? 

Why did you choose Indonesia? How many employees are there at the company?)  

• Do you wish to be anonymous? 

 

Business risks of climate change 

 

• Has your company been charged by the government for greenhouse gases emission? 

(Explain what happened and how if possible) 

• How have your production and transport facilities been affected by intensity and 

frequency of natural disaster such as floods, storms, sea-level rises etc.? When did it 

happen and how? 

• Has your company ever e.g. payed legal fees for failed legal responsibility such a 

breach in laws regarding environmental rules? When? (Explain the situation if 

possible) 

• Are you concerned about how your brand name is viewed among customers if you 

suffer from mismanagement of climate change policy? 

 

Risk management 

 

• Which risks are there to consider for your company regarding climate change and 

natural disasters? Such as floods, tsunamis, raised sea levels, etc. 

• What kind of ways does the company response and evaluate to the uncertainties and 

threats in relation to climate change and natural disasters? 
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• How does the company manage the potential risks in relation to climate change and 

natural disasters?  

• How does the company observe the level of risk and the actions that is necessary in 

order to reduce the risks?  

• Has your company conducted any climate change policy or risk policies in order to 

diminish the identified risk that may occur in relations to natural disasters and 

climate change? When and what was the outcome of it?  

• How does your company try to adapt to the existing risks? For example by building 

catastrophe proof factories and educating employees about risk reduction.  
 

Knowledge 

 

• How has the knowledge you gained from other markets made it easier for you to 

operate in to Indonesia?  

• How have you gained the knowledge of which kind of risks there are on the market, 

by experience or through published documents such as government, banks and 

corporate reports about? 

• In what kind of way was the knowledge about climate change risks and natural 

disaster obtained?  (By managers, or agents working for your company?)  

• How familiar where you with the existing risks of climate change and natural 

disaster before entering Indonesia? How familiar are you know with the market and 

the country? 

 

 

 

 


